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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Title: “The Future of USMC Amphibious Doctrine”

Author: Major Scott R. Burlison, Marine Corps University, Command & Staff College

Thesis: Operations ashore during the last ten years have committed the Marine Corps to protracted operations, caused us to operate as a second land army, an created an amphibious mental and intellectual absence. This period took the Corps far away from its amphibious roots. Various think tanks to include, RAND, Brookings, Stimson, Center for American Progress, and Center for a New American Security have recently conducted studies and provided recommendations for the Marine Corps regarding its budget, force size, and the future character of war without having a solid understanding of the Marine Corps Title X Mission. These studies have potential significant ramifications for the future of the Marine Corps.

Discussion: As the world has become increasingly chaotic, combat operations during the last ten years have degraded our military readiness. As a result, our nation, though secure for the last decade, has experienced an economic decline posing significant ramifications for the future of our national security. These have only recently become obvious. At the same time, operations ashore have committed the Marine Corps to protracted operations, caused us to operate as a second land army, creating an amphibious mental and intellectual absence and taking the Corps far away from its amphibious roots.

The future, strategic, operational, and tactical environments pose a dilemma for our current organization related to methods required to build combat power ashore. These problems are further complicated by a restrictive budgetary environment, significant debt, and the anticipated reduction of forces throughout each of our armed services.
The character of war is constantly changing as exhibited throughout history. As a result, the last ten years engaged in counterinsurgency operations in Iraq and Afghanistan are not necessarily the best indicators of the future of war. It has been a time of rapid and continuous adaptation of technology, tactics, techniques, and procedures for success against emerging asymmetrical threats. As a result, operations have become increasingly joint, combined, and interagency. Our involvement in protracted land campaigns has significantly affected the United States Marine Corps as the art and science associated with amphibious operations has been lost. Like many skills, they are extremely perishable. This problem is further compounded in our growth away from the Navy, despite being a Department within it, as we operated as that second land army. Subsequently, horizontal and vertical operational maneuver from the sea has devolved and has almost become an afterthought.

**Conclusion:** The security and status of the United States as a leader in a chaotic new world order is threatened, as the emergence of both symmetrical and asymmetrical threats appear worldwide. Therefore, it is imperative that the Marine Corps re-focus on its amphibious roots and balance its forces in order to prepare for future threats.
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INTRODUCTION

The world has become increasingly destabilized during the early portion of the 21st Century. China and India have grown significantly economically and militarily, Iran and North Korea are outwardly hostile to western states, and Russia ever so slowly is quietly re-emerging. Non-state actors, criminal or terrorist, have further contributed to a destabilized world in the form of hybrid threats.\textsuperscript{1} This, and macroeconomic imbalances in the United States and European economies, to include consumption, debt and savings rates, have set the conditions for a fundamental shift of economic power from west to east. Recently, the United States announced its pivot to the Pacific that further validates this observation. These trends, along with numerous technological developments suggest that the balance of power is rapidly changing. The security and status of the United States as a leader in a chaotic new world order is threatened, as the emergence of both symmetrical and asymmetrical threats appear worldwide. Therefore, it is imperative that the Marine Corps re-focus on its amphibious roots and balance its forces in order to prepare for future threats.

As the world has become increasingly chaotic, combat operations during the last ten years have degraded our military readiness. As a result, our nation, though secure for the last decade, has experienced an economic decline posing significant ramifications for the future of our national security. These have only recently become obvious. At the same time, operations ashore have committed the Marine Corps to protracted operations, caused us to operate as a second land army, creating an amphibious mental and intellectual absence and taking the Corps far away from its amphibious roots.

The future, strategic, operational, and tactical environments pose a dilemma for our current organization related to methods required to build combat power ashore. These problems
are further complicated by a restrictive budgetary environment, significant debt, and the anticipated reduction of forces throughout each of our armed services.\(^2\)

The character of war is constantly changing as exhibited throughout history. As a result, the last ten years engaged in counterinsurgency operations in Iraq and Afghanistan are not necessarily the best indicators of the future of war. It has been a time of rapid and continuous adaptation of technology, tactics, techniques, and procedures for success against emerging asymmetrical threats. As a result, operations have become increasingly joint, combined, and interagency. Our involvement in protracted land campaigns has significantly affected the United States Marine Corps as the art and science associated with amphibious operations has been lost. Like many skills, they are extremely perishable. This problem is further compounded in our growth away from the Navy, despite being a Department within it, as we operated as that second land army. Subsequently, horizontal and vertical operational maneuver from the sea has devolved and has almost become an afterthought.

The proximity of potential threats to the littorals worldwide requires that the United States possess a viable, operationally, and economically sound means of operational maneuver from the sea. This capability is vital in order to exploit enemy vulnerabilities, conduct operations ashore, deal a decisive blow to adversaries if necessary, and perform a variety of other missions across the range of military operations (ROMO). After ten years of counterinsurgency operations, the United States Navy and the United States Marine Corps do not possess the expertise, ship to shore connectors, or amphibious platforms to proficiently conduct any type of joint amphibious operation.\(^3\)

The importance of rebuilding this capability is vital to our future. It will be an uphill battle as the drawdown in Afghanistan commences and the economic environment remains
extremely challenging. Debt levels along with other factors across the global economy contribute to a restrictive budgetary environment. Operating under extreme budgetary restraints will limit the Marine Corps ability to both maintain and improve an amphibious capability that has atrophied during ten years of neglect. The efficient and intelligent use of the interwar period will be vital to the future of our nation’s ability to strategically deter and project power across the world as we prepare for the next war.

I intend to conduct a concept-based analysis of recent studies conducted by a number of important “think tanks” regarding future budgets, manning, and missions. This analysis will focus on identified options, cost effectiveness, and how they relate to future operations. Subsequently, I will review the Marine Corps’ current doctrine on the topic, its future, force structure, unique capabilities, and limitations for such operations. Ultimately, this work will determine the ramifications of the financial cuts these various studies recommend and the impact such cuts impart on the evolution of operational maneuver within our institution. Should these go forward, the Marine Corps main mission, as an expeditionary force in readiness, is in great jeopardy, leaving America’s 911 force unable to perform its chief mission? Given the volatile security climate of today, this long-time proven asset is in more need than ever. The challenges coming in years hence will be all the more difficult to meet should this capability be absent.

LITERATURE

A significant amount of reading, interviews with leading experts within the field, and research has been conducted on the topic of USMC amphibious doctrine. An attempt to interact with various think tanks has been restrained in part, due to imposed research restrictions. As an active duty service member of the USMC, direct contact with those authoring the key reports used in this study is not appropriate at this time. I have been able to examine their published
reports with recommendations for imposed cuts. My contention is that these organizations have weighed in on post-war funding without a clear understanding of the mission of the Marine Corps, the future threat, and the importance of the evolution of amphibious operations in future military operations. Ideally, my analysis provides the catalyst for changes in doctrine and platform procurement while maintaining our amphibious roots. At the center of this discussion is the importance of using the interwar years, post-Afghanistan, to innovate and maintain the requirements that are most vital to our countries national security and its global standing.

This topic has come to the forefront during the last two years with a significant number of articles in professional and scholarly journals such as Proceedings, Defense IQ, the Marine Corps Gazette, the Military Journal of Operations, the Marine Corps’ Strategic Initiatives Group (SIG) and significant focus by both former and current Commandant’s published works. For instance, in a February 2012 Marine Corps Gazette article titled, “What Pete Ellis might think about today: Alternatives for Operation Plan 21,” Lieutenant Colonel F. G. Hoffman wrote about the relevance of Pete Ellis to our modern, increasingly chaotic world. Ellis had done his own pioneering study in the inter-war years of the 1930s, championing amphibious doctrine and in so doing helping to ensure the USMC possessed this capability when the Second World War erupted in the 1940s. Such a model is worth consciously emulating today.

The Hoffman article stressed the importance of the Marine Corps to continue its proactive commitment to the future while it faces certain budget cuts and the focus of additional scrutiny as the war in Afghanistan ends. Additionally, he described his vision of the future operating environment. This environment is one in which a number of failed states throughout the globe contributes to an increase in the rise of non-state actors. Further, he theorized that the United States would not ever fight a conventional war again. As a result, he recommended that
the Marine Corps prepare itself for this course of action. They would accomplish this by equipping, manning, and training itself to fight small wars throughout the world.

The future evolution of warfare would gravitate towards fifth generation. This is a type of warfare centered on an enemy who uses political, social, economic, and military networks in which to accomplish attacks.⁵ Lieutenant Colonel Hoffman stressed that the role of the Marine Corps in this type of warfare will become increasingly vital to the defense of the nation. The author is convinced that the United States will not face a peer competitor. Currently, recent studies conducted by prominent think tanks like Stimson, CATO, Brookings, Rand Corporation, Center for a New American Security, American Enterprise Institute, and Center for Strategic and International Studies that examine funding decisions post-conflict communicate the same message, that the future of warfare will be irregular. It is the studies by these institutions, which have a significant influence in Washington, that are the focus for this work.

Still others have suggested and warned that the USMC risks becoming obsolete as the United States does not want nor need a second land army. Further, that the 21st century Marine Corps must redefine its role as distinct from the other services. Included in this role is a return to its traditional role as an amphibious force in readiness. The expeditionary nature of this role includes the following:

1. To seize or defend advanced naval bases and to conduct such land operations as may be essential to the prosecution of a naval campaign.
2. To provide detachments and organizations for service in armed vessels of the Navy or for protection of naval property on naval stations and bases.
3. To develop, with the other Armed Forces, the tactics, techniques, and equipment employed by landing forces in amphibious operations.
4. To train and equip, as required, Marine forces for airborne operations.
5. To develop, with the other Armed Forces, doctrine, procedures, and equipment of
interest to the Marine Corps for airborne operations which are not provided for by the
Army.

6. To be able to expand from peacetime components to meet the needs of war in
accordance with mobilization plans.

This MMS looks to add to this discussion by demonstrating that the new world order
requires a balanced force capable of addressing new and unique threats as well as traditional
threats posed by nation-state. These increasing threats require that the United States possess
viable expeditionary forces. For the USMC, this means it must possess an amphibious
capability not fully appreciated by those recommending cuts in the post-conflict era. This
MMS argues that corrective action is required and must take the form of an investment of
capital, time, and doctrine oriented towards the integration of this capability to meet
traditional and future threats.

COMPONENTS OF SUCCESS

The Marine Corps published *Vision 2025* during former Commandant General
Cartwright’s tenure. This document was the impetus for change and caused many within the
ranks to realize that the Marine Corps evolved away from a middleweight force as it conducted
extended land operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Further, the document was General
Cartwright’s vision of the core competencies that the Marine Corps must be prepared to execute
on the future battlefield.6

This effort examined several issues, but in the context of this MMS, one stands out as
most important. Competency four was that the Marine Corps must be able to conduct joint
forcible entry operations from the sea and continue to develop landing force capabilities and
doctrine.7 Within this competency, he reinforced that the Navy and Marine Corps team was the
United States primary capability to swiftly project and sustain combat power ashore. He
communicated that this capability is key to accomplishing missions across the range of military operations. General Cartwright believed it imperative that the Marine Corps maintain these strategic capabilities and continue to focus on the development of amphibious resources and doctrine. His vision, though effectively communicated and documented, was not initially embraced. Until recently, it has not gained a significant amount of momentum until coming to the forefront of the current commandants policies and as a result, a priority for both the Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory and the Strategic Initiatives Group.

Our current Commandant, General Amos, sees the maintenance of our amphibious doctrine as a Title X responsibility. Its mission was originally introduced in the National Security Act of 1947 and amended in 1952. Primarily it was officially created as an amphibious force in readiness. Further, the Commandant has stressed that the Marine Corps must be able to accomplish these types of missions with the force size, equipment, and training possessed today. Our commitment to be most ready when the Nation is least ready will have significant positive ramifications for our country and the future of the Marine Corps. This was further echoed by the 82nd Congress.

These comments, by current and former Commandant’s alike, served as wake-up calls for many in leadership positions throughout our service. They communicated a realization that as we shift to the Pacific and face other unidentified threats we must recover those skill sets that were lost during the past ten years. This transformation has caused the Corps to lose a wealth of knowledge and experience while adapting to a counterinsurgency doctrine that included a shift in tactics, techniques, and procedures. Additionally, we have adopted equipment sets that are not conducive to load plans for the conduct of amphibious operations. The appearance of the ramifications of decisions during the past ten years may not be readily apparent in the immediate
future; however, the failure to change the course of our decisions will have significant negative ramifications for the future of our nation and its security. A failure to accomplish our primary mission would endanger the future of the Marine Corps. As a result it is imperative that we are most ready when the nation is least ready.

Leading the transition of the Marine Corps to a return to its amphibious roots are the Strategic Initiatives Group and the Marine Corps War fighting Laboratory aboard Quantico, Virginia. The laboratory works across the six war fighting functions and the range of military operations in order to provide solutions to future challenges. Additionally, they possess a business and financial management office that provides guidance in contracting and funding. The laboratory is task organized to accomplish a variety of tasks that include: experiment, science and technology, operations and center for emerging threats and opportunities.10

A significant portion of the laboratory’s time is spent on expeditionary operations to ensure that the Corps remains an amphibious force. It has determined that effective sea basing and the ability to maneuver from the sea are critical capabilities to the Marine Corps and its ability to carry them out crucial to our Nation.11 As a result, it has spent a significant amount of time developing future doctrine and determining means to fulfill it.

At the forefront of much of their writing is the future operating environment. The current and future operating environments are unstable and unpredictable. Though the Cold War ended more than twenty years ago, only recently have we realized that the world, has, as a result become increasingly unstable thus contributing to the shape of a new world order. The world’s population growth is expanding and it is expected that this expansion will continue in high density areas.12 By and large, these high density areas are in the littorals. These areas are those in which conditions for survival are most conducive as they provide the most significant amount
of human requirements. This growth; however, will contribute to instability as food, water, and other vital natural resources become scarce due to increased demand. Historically, populations have warred due to a lack of the basic requirements for survival.

Additionally, state and non-state actors will increasingly acquire longer range anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) weapon systems aimed to asymmetrically attack and disrupt our military forces. It is argued by many that the Navy and Marine Corps must re-focus on teamwork. The method to do this is through a flexible, balanced expeditionary force prepared to meet operational demands in this changing environment. It is one in which enemies enjoy more capability and the fallout of military operations are more uncertain due to the number of second and third order effects.

This balance and flexibility revolves around the six core capabilities of maritime power: forward presence, deterrence, sea control, power projection, maritime security, and humanitarian assistance and disaster response. Access is seen as the key to accomplishing each of these. Further, the core of this effort is the Navy-Marine team operating across the range of military operations from flexible deterrent operations through joint forcible entry operations. Again, the argument is that the services have grown far apart from one another during the past decade. The Navy’s role in Afghanistan was diminished as it was a fight exclusive to land. This; however, decreased the number of Marine Expeditionary Units afloat as the number of forces operating on the ground in Afghanistan increased. At the crux of the argument regarding the future of joint amphibious operations or the future of amphibious warfare are the degradation of amphibious shipping and the lack of amphibious connectors.

As a result of the fight inland, amphibious procurement was reduced that further degraded an aging equipment set. There are numerous requirements to ensure that the Marine
Corps amphibious option is viable. These include naval shipping, amphibious connectors, and a robust anti-mine warfare capability. Crucial to horizontal ship to shore movement are amphibious connectors. Connectors are not an example of doing more with less. The greater number of available connectors increases the speed by which forces can travel from ship to shore and thereby mass ashore and seize inland objective areas. Additionally, the more rapidly ships offload, they depart the landing area faster and as a result are less vulnerable to the myriad of anti-access and area denial threats that exist.

The Marine Corps primary connector is the advanced amphibious assault vehicle (AAV-7A1) which entered service in 1972. During its service life, the platform has received a number of service life upgrades, aimed at modernizing key operating systems and improving its performance. As a result of its age, a contract was awarded to General Dynamics Corporation in 1996 to begin full scale engineering of a replacement for this aging technology. This platform would be called the expeditionary fighting vehicle (EFV). In July 2001, a cost-plus contract was awarded for the systems development and design phase of the program due to its early success and promise.

It was believed by many that this platform would place the Marine Corps capabilities at the forefront of the 21st century. Like many programs under development, the program had numerous problems early on that included delays, prototype and reliability issues. In 2006, an Operational Assessment was conducted and a redesign of the entire program was directed due to reliability issues and maintenance burdens. This would require another contract for an additional US$143.5 million in February 2007. In June 2007, a reset of the development phase due to this contract delayed completion for an additional four years. Finally, in January 2007, during a Pentagon briefing, Secretary of Defense Gates cancelled the program due to its significant costs,
maintenance, reliability, and performance issues. Further, it was not performing to the necessary requirements facilitating Marines landing on a beach and providing further mechanized lift inland.\textsuperscript{15} This occurred after nearly ten years of research, development, and significant investment of time, personnel, and capital. The cancellation of this program further set back ship to shore connectors and the horizontal evolution of Marine Corps amphibious operations. This is further exacerbated by the lack of clear direction the Marine Corps is taking with the program. To this date, it has not been determined whether the Marine Corps will pursue a new platform or whether it’s current platform would receive another service life upgrade.

The United States Navy ship to shore connector is the landing craft air cushion (LCAC). It is a type of air-cushion platform (hovercraft) that is used by assault craft units. These transport weapons systems, equipment, cargo and personnel of the assault elements of the Marine Air/Ground Task Force both from ship to shore and across the beach. Currently, 91 are in service and they provide significant capabilities to the amphibious force. They can cross 70\% of the world’s beaches, possess a 200-mile operational range while transporting 60-tons of cargo, men, and equipment, and travel at speeds up to 40 knots under calm sea conditions.\textsuperscript{16} It began its service life in 1984 and like its Marine Corps counterpart, the LCAC is aging. It is currently undergoing a service life extension program that is improving its mine detection capabilities and other system upgrades. Its current inability to deal with anti-access (A2) threats, questionable proficiency in mine detection, and other area denial threats as well as its inability to operate in rough seas threatens the ability to rapidly phase combat power ashore.

This setback is quantified by drawing a correlation to the landing at Guadalcanal when the United States used 475-landing crafts for the operation.\textsuperscript{17} The large number of connectors allows a rapid build-up of combat power ashore, making both naval and landing forces less
vulnerable. A less vulnerable force means fewer casualties for the assault force as well as less time in the amphibious objective area by naval shipping. We currently possess less than 100 of these connectors, as mentioned are rapidly aging, and becoming technologically irrelevant. So, with this limit in capacity to get a force ashore, it is clear that the Marine Corps’ ability to act as an expeditionary force in readiness has been degraded. The argument that we can do more with less in this area is not valid. Anti-access (A2) and access denial (AD) weapons are becoming more common and technologically advanced and pose a greater threat to an already vulnerable amphibious force.

The amphibious connector problem is complicated by the number of amphibious ships owned by the United States Navy. The Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, and Commandant of the Marine Corps have determined that the Marine Corps requires a two Marine Expeditionary Brigade capability. 18 This would facilitate operations in multiple areas. In order to execute this, the United States Navy would require at least 38 L-Class ships. This would provide a buffer above the requirement of 17 ships to embark one Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) and operates off of the assumption that a number of ships will be inoperable due to required repair or maintenance at various times. The dilemma is that the Navy currently possesses 29 L-Class ships. Further, it will be many more years before the Navy attains the 38 required. Currently, we only possess the capability to embark 1-MEB reinforced at any one time. Amphibious shipping has been at the lowest level on the hierarchy of needs within the Navy and its budget requirements. Again, during the last ten years of accomplishing combat operations ashore, we have alienated ourselves from the Navy. This has contributed to the use of its budget in other areas and is difficult to recover in an era of challenging budgets. Regardless of the type of amphibious operation required it is imperative that the Navy and Marine Corps
modernize their equipment for the accomplishment of their mission sets. These requirements are not new and it is necessary to harness technology in order to facilitate our mission requirements.

Recently, the first of the America class amphibious assault ship (LHA-6) has been commissioned. There exists a significant amount of expectation for this ship as it is optimized for aviation, capable of supporting current platforms like the MV-22 Osprey as well as future aircraft like the F-35, Joint Strike Fighter. Unlike its predecessors, the Tarawa class of ships, it does not possess a well-deck. This is due to the increased deck space required by both of the aforementioned rotary and fixed wing air frames and their larger logistical and maintainer requirement. This prevents the embarkation of Marines and equipment that would normally be inserted via horizontal means. As a result, it is solely limited to supporting the MAGTF vertically with its rotary and fixed wing assets. Though this vessel possesses a myriad of technological advancements, it sets back amphibious capability as it limits the force to vertical insertion vice a combination of horizontal and vertical means.

Additionally, coming on line is the LPD 17 San Antonio class ship. The LPD 17 San Antonio class ships are a key element of the Navy's ability to project power ashore. They are designed to functionally replace more than 41 ships (the LPD 4, LSD 36, LKA 113 and LST 1179 classes of amphibious ships), providing the Navy and Marine Corps with modern, sea-based platforms that are networked, survivable, and built to operate with multiple 21st century platforms. The principal mission of LPD 17 class amphibious transport dock ships is to transport and deploy the necessary combat and support elements of Marine Expeditionary Units and Brigades (MEUs/MEBs). The ship will carry approximately 720 troops, have the capability of transporting and debarking air cushion (LCAC) or amphibious assault vehicles, and
accommodate virtually every size of Marine Corps Helicopter to include the MV-22 Osprey. These ships will support amphibious assault, special operations, and expeditionary warfare missions through the first half of the 21st century. These ships carry a hefty price tag though at approximately 1.2 billion dollars each. The dilemma is twofold: first, in a restricted budgetary environment, sacrifices must be made in other areas to take such a substantial portion of the budget; second, these types of ships are extremely low on the navy’s priority list. Further, they are vital to contributing to solving the problems of future amphibious operations. The bottom line is that these platforms are crucial to solving problems associated with the future of amphibious operations; however, will not be available until 2018.

**CONFRONTING HISTORY—THINK TANK FINDINGS**

The shortfalls in the areas of amphibious shipping and connectors are real and will have significant ramifications for the future of amphibious operations. Though our withdrawal from Afghanistan is still nearly two years away, the interwar period has already commenced. Department of Defense spending is already being cut. The Fiscal Year-13 Department of Defense Budget was reduced to $525 billion, a reduction of nearly $50 billion from the FY-12 budget. Further, the Budget Control Act of 2012, sequestration, has taken effect and this has cut an additional $500 billion dollars from the Department of Defense Budget over the next ten years. Budget cuts are an obvious and common trend when we look at any *inter-bellum* period in history. Vital though, is how the future budget will be allocated for potential threats and this is particularly vital as the Marine Corps attempts to remain expeditionary in nature.

One way to make this current calculation is to ensure that such an analysis is based upon historical perspective. The inter-bellum periods of the previous 100-years possess numerous parallels. First, many of the nations involved became increasingly isolationist, due to physical,
moral, and economic devastation. These elements placed the mere thought of another war as unimaginable. In turn, this prevalent attitude contributed to an average contraction in the size of military forces from 15-25%. Finally, due to economic constraints, military budgets traditionally decline posing significant and obvious challenges. This key parallel provides the fuel for transformation. This effort must be made but done so smartly. There are a number of recent studies that defy this mandate since they stand in the way of the evolution crucial for the Marine Corps preparation for future operations.

There exist a number of major studies conducted in the latter part of 2012 by highly regarded research institutes. These include Stimson, Brookings Institute, RAND Corporation, CATO, Center for New American Security, American Enterprise Institute, and Center for Strategic and International Studies. These institutions are nonprofit public policy organizations located throughout the United States. Their self-proclaimed missions include: the conduct of high-quality, independent research that provides innovative, practical recommendations to advance various goals. These goals seek to strengthen American democracy, foster economic and social welfare as well as the security and opportunity of all Americans, and secure a more open, safe, prosperous, and cooperative international system. The following analysis will address their recommendations to the United States government with regards to changes within the Department of Defense as our country prepares for future operations in an interwar period.

**Their Position**

The studies related to funding post-war revolve around two premises. The studies use the last ten years of war in Iraq and Afghanistan as primary evidence to support their theories. Events in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other areas of the Middle East like Egypt, Libya, and Syria provide credence to their point of irregular warfare as the predominant character of warfare.
Secondly, Department of Defense budget cuts are a necessity and they recommend these cuts without a firm understanding of various service roles. Each of them points to cuts without making sufficient strategic calculations leading them to classify the future character of war as non-conventional. As a result of this conclusion and their belief that anti-access and area denial weapons will be so substantial that they will increase the danger to our forces and as a result, the likelihood of amphibious type operations or large scale warfare will be less likely.24

**Center for American Progress**

The Center for American Progress (CAP) sees the defense budget as extremely high and remarks that it exceeds defense budgets of the Cold War.25 They accuse the Department of Defense (DoD) of squandering money while other agencies within government take large cuts and still operate effectively. Additionally, DoD executed cost over runs on many of their procurement programs while wasting nearly $50 billion in cancelled programs. Further, the department is so poorly managed that they will not even be able to conduct an audit until 2017.26

CAP theorizes that the United States will not engage in large scale counterinsurgency or nation building operations on foreign soil. Further, the shift to the Pacific should allow the Marine Corps to seek additional operating efficiencies and a further reduction in the Marine Corps end strength. As a result of the absence of a large scale ground conflict, CAP sees a need for the size of the Marine Corps to be further reduced to 175,000 or less.27 They assume that asymmetrical threats can be handled by drones and special operations forces. Additionally, they point out that the previous interwar defense budgets decreased DoD spending by 27% post the Korean War, 29% post- Vietnam, and 35% as the Cold War came to a close. Something similar can and should happen now.

**RAND**
RAND advocates that reducing the budget will require the government to make certain strategic choices and accept a degree of risk. It warns against making cuts for the sake of cutting and recommends carefully analyzing where and why cuts must occur. Further, they suggest that United States ambitions have become more aggressive since 2001. During this time military missions expanded to include large stabilizations operations, most forms of irregular warfare and nation building. They note that former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta identified the future threats to the United States defense establishment within the irregular spectrum. RAND also states that the United States should no longer be scaled to conduct large scale wars and prolonged stability operations.28

The RAND study further points to the threats the United States has and will face in the future are shared by our allies. They point to the fact that nation-state threats are not likely and irregular threats will be dominant. Also, that allied defense spending as a ratio of GDP is significantly less than the United States. It is time that they assume their fair share of the burden. They recommend against a war with China as they and the United States have extremely close ties and depend upon one another economically. Additionally, that China possesses numerous issues within the region itself. Through its actions, the United States has enabled a lack of defense spending by many countries. This as the United States has chosen to be strong thereby enabling various countries to focus less on threats.29

RAND further recommends that the United States cede many of its responsibilities to its allies that include NATO in the European Theater, and Middle East as well as Japan, Australia, South Korea and others in the Pacific Rim. With this sharing, the United States would maintain the ability to conduct long range strikes and conduct command, control, communications, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance needed in the region. This burden-sharing could
be conducted rapidly by many of our allies. In fact this would contribute immeasurably to common security through redirecting of capabilities.\textsuperscript{30} This could be furthered through assisting in building our partner force capacity through assisting them build and train their forces. This would resist insurgency forces and at the same time reduce the threat from neighboring states. This would serve as an alternative to the build-up of large scale forces; however, would but provide a better way to counter regional extremism.\textsuperscript{31} RAND’s only recommendation for the Navy, without outlining specifics, is aimed at the diversity of its strike platforms, and long range capabilities. They do not provide any input on improving amphibious capability or technological edge.

**Stimson**

Stimson echoes many of the other studies, though its research provides a more detailed opinion. Their experts advocate a strategy they refer to as strategic agility in which the US takes advantage of its flexibility, agility, and reach of US air, naval and ground forces.\textsuperscript{32} Through the use of this the United States will rely more on partnering with allies and sharing the cost burden as well. In doing so, the US can promote and defend its interests with moderate risks. The Stimson study, like the others, proclaims the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan over and that the likelihood of the United States facing a sizable military threat is remote due to limited military capabilities in potential threat countries like Iran and China. Thus the US faces a less threatening environment despite global instability that is prevalent throughout the world. They see this as a trend since the end of the Cold War and state that the United States saw lesser ultimate risk.

Stimson sees the primary roles as the following: defend the homeland, defend allies against attacks, and finally to ensure unimpeded access to the global commons. This is vital for global trade and the ability to freely exploit resources in international waters in accordance with
the law of the sea treaty.\textsuperscript{33} The study advocates diplomacy in conjunction with forward military presence while addressing these issues.

Prior to engaging in contingencies, the US should seek to limit its objectives. Stimson does not recommend becoming engaged with large ground forces. In the event of another type of Iraq or Afghanistan situation, the US should opt for special operations forces and air assets to selectively attack threats on the ground. Examples of these potential threat areas exist in Africa and still in the Middle East. While the US military is more significant than others in the world, it is not particularly well-suited for unconventional wars on the ground to include insurgencies.\textsuperscript{34}

While providing recommendations for defense forces, Stimson recommends that the United States Navy retain its current capability as it is the key component of strategic agility. This is due to its ability to project power anywhere across the globe and its various platforms provide strategic deterrence in these same regions. Further, it recommends its current inventory of vessels should be maintained. This inventory includes its carriers and amphibious platforms. Further, it states that the Navy has efficiently managed its modernization program.\textsuperscript{35}

For the Marine Corps it states that the expeditionary role fits in well with the new United States strategy; however, recommends that they draw down to 150,000 personnel. It communicates that the Marine Corps would have sufficient forces to deploy on a rotational basis and be prepared to respond to various contingencies throughout the world. Those are the facts surrounding their recommendations for the Marine Corps. They do not speak to the amphibious capability or upgrades required to improve upon responding to the littorals throughout the world.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{ASSESSMENT}
The studies analyzed above are three of six this work focused on; however, typify what the other studies conclude, only in greater detail. They recognize that the chance of conflict with a nation state that includes Iran, China, and India based upon their population growth, economy, and nuclear capability. While they recognize the potential for the United States to engage in hostilities with a nation state, they also believe it unlikely due to potential costs and the fact that we do not yet face a legitimate peer competitor. It is unlikely that the United States will engage in a protracted land battle with massive sized forces. These types of operations, much like those that occurred during World War II in which the United States fought in two separate theatres, are not globally feasible and highly unlikely. This is due to the scale of the globalized economy and the interconnectedness of countries. Additionally, these types of conflicts are not palatable to modern society. Further, there exists a belief that nuclear arsenals dissuade various nation states from engaging in massive land engagements. The reports do not adequately address the fact that countries like Iran race to develop nuclear weapons and others, like North Korea, continue to improve its ballistic missile program.37

As a method to counter this, the think tanks recommend a strategy of punish and contain.38 Again, large militaries are not required in this scenario. In order to accomplish this strategy, catastrophic damage will be inflicted upon an adversary with the intent of inhibiting its ability to project power militarily. It is believed that such strikes will cause such a significant amount of damage to a country that it will inhibit further military action. To further validate this argument they cite the United States militaries technological advances in targeting and strike precision.39

These studies all recommend a considerable downsizing in our military forces. They use the scenarios above to support their argument and inter-relate them to the fact that budget cuts
within the Department of Defense have already begun. The cuts are a reality of any interwar period and mirror the economic times. Globally, allied militaries are shrinking as they face challenging economic times. While budgetary constraints support the argument for reductions in force size, it is troubling that each of the studies supports such acts.

What are the odds that six independent institutions come to the same conclusions about budget, the future character of war, and recommend nearly the same courses of action? These think tanks, no matter left or right in political orientation, all agree on a restrained budgetary environment. Each of the think tanks assess the future of conflict as one where irregular warfare will be predominant and see large scale land battles as unlikely. Finally, each recommends a considerable force reduction across all of the services.

Budget cuts have become a reality as the Department of Defense operates on a continuing resolution annual budget. As a result, it is understandable that each of the studies propose various budget scenarios that include significant cuts. The United States has recently maximized its debt ceiling at nearly $17 trillion. Cuts are imperative across all departments of the federal government. A failure to address our fiscal irresponsibility will only further jeopardize the national security of the country.

Though it is difficult to fathom the future of warfare, it is clear that the character of war will change. Throughout recorded history, no two wars have been alike. Further, the next war in any country’s history has not looked like the last war. So based upon that historical evidence, it is difficult to conclude that our next war will look like those we have been engaged in during the past ten years.

Finally, the assessment that large scale land battles are a thing of the past is difficult to accept. The recent Russian invasion of Georgia using combined arms that included cyber and
kinetic operations demonstrates that there exists a probability of invasions by aggressor nations into weaker, vulnerable nation states. Additionally, the growth of China and its threats in the Pacific Rim to neighboring countries like Taiwan, Japan, and others is a reality. As Chinese power increases, the likelihood of further incursions will substantially grow.

It is fair to say that the recommendations in each of the studies are potentially dangerous. Each poses the potential for significant negative ramifications for the safety and security of the United States. These think tanks use dangerous language in their assessments, provide open ended comments that do not provide strong conviction, over simplify the nature of the problem, and provide questionable strategic calculation. Each of these studies over simplifies the problem which contributes to a lack of understanding of the ever changing character of war.

Their strategic calculations are based upon the last war and not necessarily the next war. The danger of this is exemplified in the United States entry into the Iraq War in 2003. During the interwar period from 1991-2001, our country failed to accurately assess a post-cold war world. We drew from past experiences, did not conduct foreword thought, and therefore limited ourselves. Sadly, we prepared, planned, and initially fought the war we wanted to fight whose nature was conventional. It failed to calculate an increasingly unstable world order dominated by non-state actors, terrorist, and criminal organizations that presented hybrid threats. It is likely that these think tanks are committing the same error. As a result, it is likely that the United States will repeat past mistakes in wanting to fight a war without regard for the enemy.

**COMPLETED WITHOUT THINKING OF THE MARINE CORPS MISSION**

Earlier in the paper, the Marine Corps Title X responsibility was explained as a “force in readiness.” Over time, this has evolved and taken on new meaning. Many in society and government call the Marine Corps our “Nation’s 911 force.” That is, the Marine Corps is called
upon for any contingency to be most ready at times when our country is least prepared for crisis.

There have been seven specific responsibilities associated with our traditional role that include:

1.) The seizure of advanced naval bases
2.) Provide attachments and organizations for service in armed vessels of the Navy or for protection of naval property on naval stations and vessels
3.) To develop, in coordination with other armed services, the tactics, techniques, and equipment employed by landing forces in amphibious operations.
4.) To train, and equip, as required, Marine forces for airborne operations
5.) To develop, with the other Armed Forces, doctrine, procedures, and equipment of interest to the Marine Corps for airborne operations which are not provided for by the Army
6.) To be able to expand from peacetime components to meet the needs of war in accordance with mobilization plans
7.) Conduct other duties as the president may direct

These institutions do not have a thorough understanding of the Marine Corps mission and as a result are missing the viability of the Marine Corps role as an amphibious force in readiness, especially as it relates to the future of warfare. The Marine Corps amphibious capability possesses utility in any future scenario and in cases that exceed a COIN environment or a conventional battle space. That is why it is unnecessary to attempt to re-define its role. By assuming the United States will only be involved in irregular wars overlooks the key capability of our service.

**Solution**

It is vital to the future of our military and national security that we do not fail in our efforts during this period. The factors that get it right revolve around a variety of inputs and characteristics. It is vital to our success that we get the strategic concept right. In order to achieve this we must recognize that we will face a variety of adversaries. We cannot look at one
adversary and then solely focus on them as we will not be successful when we do enter combat operations. Additionally, we must adopt a mindset that mirrors that of an entrepreneur in our efforts towards innovation. On the surface, this sounds much like private sector business; however, this mindset will achieve the most meaningful change. We must encourage and harness the innate ability within our military for the capacity to succeed, willingness to take risk, and the capability to manage a business model. These common factors must be embraced within our military culture as we enter the interwar years.

The proximity of potential threats to the littorals worldwide requires that the United States possess a viable, operationally, and economically sound means of "operational maneuver from the sea" in order to execute operations across the range of military operations that have the potential to provide humanitarian assistance and disaster response at the low end of the spectrum to exploiting enemy vulnerabilities, and dealing a decisive blow to adversaries at the high end of the range. After ten years of counterinsurgency operations, the United States Marine Corps does not possess the expertise, platforms, or ship to shore connectors to conduct forcible entry operations. The importance of rebuilding this capability is vital to our future. This will not be easy to do because the United States is operating under severe budgetary restraints that could limit ability to take the necessary steps to defeat anti-access weapons thereby enabling a foe to achieve area denial. How does the United States update its nearly obsolete amphibious forces to gain access via forcible entry while operating in a restrictive budgetary environment?

It must be done and the input from think tanks takes us further from this goal. In the rush to make cuts, conventional warfare has become the label to reduce funding and this in favor of meeting threats from irregular warfare. Here is a needed imperative, both the need to cut and the need to think about future warfare. However, allowing the term conventional to be the measure
of reduction is a key mistake. This metric will impair USMC capability in terms of its most vital function, seizing a forward base of operations. This may well be a conventional effort; however, it can just as easily be a key capability to confront an irregular threat as well. After 10 plus years of a war-footing designed to meet irregular threats, this capability has atrophied. Should the cuts recommended by think tanks go into effect; the ability of the USMC to retain this functionality will be all but lost. This is a failing that cannot be allowed when looking ahead. The primary mission of the USMC is not simply that of conventional or unconventional. It lay in both and for this reason, should be restored and retained as a means to better achieving the tough policy decisions in the future.

Conclusion

Herein lays the connection to the operational art. There have been no less than six interwar periods during the last 100-years. Of these periods, only one of them yielded significant and meaningful changes that produced innovation that significantly contributed to our next war. Of the four elements of a successful war year, the United States and its leadership got each of them right. First, they made a series of strategic calculations, analysis of perceived threat, and determining a knowable enemy in identifiable theaters of operation. The United States prepared for operations in the Pacific Theatre of operations throughout the interwar years. They understood it was vital to develop a capability that would enable forces to rapidly build combat power ashore. Next, technological determinism while operating under severe economic restraint should create an environment that is extremely focused towards choosing new technologies and methods to conduct warfare more efficiently. During much of the last ten years, the United States had possessed an unlimited budget. For the current generation within our militaries, this is going to contribute a significant amount of growing pains during the first couple of post war
years. It will take some time for the personnel to adapt to this restrictive environment and focus towards our next war. Once this focus is achieved, there are likely to be some interesting developments. Finally, the service culture will speak loudly regarding change. This is the final element of successful innovation during the next interwar years.

The use of the interwar years by the United States Marine Corps must demonstrate an ability to change and accept change. The exploration of new and untested doctrine will be key to the future of amphibious doctrine. There have been numerous times within our Corps’ history in which we have operated under budgetary restraints and equipment and figured out what was next. We have a proven heritage of accomplishing any mission within the spectrum of conflict and this mindset in turn set the standards for other services to emulate.

As we embrace change, we must look across the services, as well as the skillful and selective combination of service capabilities into Joint Task Forces. Going forward it will provide commanders great flexibility in tailoring forces to meet the required objectives of the time. Further, this array of joint forces will provide the enemy with an overwhelming array of capabilities against which to defend. This array will provide potential adversaries with a variety of dilemmas that they will not be fully prepared for when looking at the joint force operational concepts, doctrine, tactics, techniques, and procedures. We must continue to hone our ability to work jointly, leadership demonstrate institutional, organizational, intellectual, and system interoperability that will allow forces to operate coherently at the operational level without self-induced friction. Further, we must continue to dramatically enhance effectiveness through the blending of complementary Service capabilities.
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